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ECOBLAST HORN

DANGEROUS
     GOODS

17 - Safety  -  Signal Horns

Blow your own - mouth 
operated horn.
All plastic complete with 
an attachment hole to tie 
a rope lanyard, if desired.
Length : 320mm

RWB1750

Plastic Fog Horn

Hand held and operated gas air horn giving 
a loud blast.  Friendly to the environment - 
does not contain any gas harmful to the 
ozone layer. 
250 Ml cannister with plastic horn top.

RWB1003 Complete horn - blister 
 packed for open display
 Box Quantity 6

RWB1004 250 Ml cannister only
 Box Quantity 12

RWB1005 Plastic mounting bracket

Hand held pressure pack 
horn giving a loud blast. 
Only 125mm x 44mm, 
small enough to keep in 
a hand bag to use as a 
personal safety device.
50 Ml cannister with
red plastic horn top.

RWB999 
Complete horn  
with 50 Ml cannister

For freighting purposes the 1003 horn and 1004 cannister are 
classed as "dangerous goods" and must be freighted separately 
from other goods.  A dangerous goods freight surcharge will 
apply if purchasing in less than the box quantity packs as 
shown above.  Also - a large discount is offered for box 
quantity purchase - see our price list for full details.

Ecoblast  Rechargeable Horn

"Super  Sonar"  Gas  Air  Horn Mini  Gas  Air  Horn

RWB1004 RWB1005

ECOBLAST is a rechargeable AIR horn - just pump in new AIR with
a bicycle hand pump, a compressor or at your local service station.
This quality product is made in Canada to high standards and is 
suitable for marine use, industrial safety, sporting events Etc.

A Uses plain normal AIR - not gas.  Easily rechargeable for FREE
A Safe for the environment - uses AIR only, no harmful gas
A Never have to buy a refill cannister
A Recharges via a recessed valve in the base of the horn
A Easily refills with the mini air pump included in the kit, any bicycle 
 pump, air compressor or tyre pump at your local service station
A Horn has a plastic base cover to prevent any rust rings on surfaces
A Powerful 115 decibel blast
A Can be safely stored - no harmful or dangerous gas.  Just AIR.
A Operates in all weather and temperature extremes

The horn is delivered without air in the cannister.  Ecoblast is available 
as the complete horn or as a kit which includes a mini hand pump.

RWB6905 Ecoblast horn
RWB6906 Ecoblast kit - includes horn and mini pump blister packed
RWB6907 Mini hand pump only
RWB1005 Plastic mounting bracket

RWB6905

RWB6906

RWB6907

RWB1003


